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We are looking for real world GNU/Linux stories!
 Many people would like to read your FLOSS story on LinuxCareer.com  


Get in touch...
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Most in-demand skills 






Looking to see if the skills you possess are the ones most in demand? Are there areas within your overall skill set that need to be addressed to increase your...
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Covid Grows The Cloud 






As Covid spread throughout the world, the cloud was one of the beneficiaries. People have been forced into telecommuting, so it does not come as a major surprise. The cloud...
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Project Lenix - the CentOS replacement: Interview with Founder Igor Seletskiy 






In response to the Rad Hat© killing free and open-source CentOS® 8, CloudLinux announced the commitment to release a free, open-sourced, community-driven, 1:1 binary compatible fork of RHEL® 8 (and...
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Pardus Linux Migration at Eyüpsultan Municipality in TURKEY 






The open source software migration project of Eyüpsultan Municipality started in 2015. All users were trained in Pardus GNU/Linux Linux and Libreoffice and installed open source Libreoffice software instead of...
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Most Wanted Linux Skills For DevOps In 2020 






The person responsible for the cohesion of developers and the operations team, commonly referred to as DevOps, has brought efficiencies to projects unlike past processes allowed. This trend has resulted...
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Linux distribution for shared hosting - Interview with the CEO of CloudLinux 






CloudLinux OS is meant as a Linux distribution for shared hosting, for use on servers with hundreds or thousands of web sites from different customers. In this interview, Igor Seletskiy,...
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Project Lenix - the CentOS replacement: Interview with Founder Igor Seletskiy 






In response to the Rad Hat© killing free and open-source CentOS® 8, CloudLinux announced the commitment to release a free, open-sourced, community-driven, 1:1 binary compatible fork of RHEL® 8 (and...
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Linux distribution for shared hosting - Interview with the CEO of CloudLinux 






CloudLinux OS is meant as a Linux distribution for shared hosting, for use on servers with hundreds or thousands of web sites from different customers. In this interview, Igor Seletskiy,...
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Extremely high demand for Ethereum skills - Interview with Team Leader at Ethereum 






Blockchain is all the rage! And, Dr. Christian Reitwiessner is in the midst of the storm. As one of the creators of Solidity, we were thrilled that he was willing...
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Ansible, or Not Ansible?: Interview with Director of Ansible Community 






From our data, Ansible is gaining on industry leaders Puppet and Chef. Why is that the case? Simplicity is one of the key factors driving the growth in the utilization...
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General Manager of Training at The Linux Foundation Forecasts Cloudy Weather 






Where does The Linux Foundation believe ones time is well spent to catapult their career objectives? It is fairly apparent after reaching out to Clyde Seepersad, General Manager Training and...
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Open Source adoption in Education Sector: Interview with Patrick Masson from OSI 






With the perceived growth of FLOSS deployments in the world's education sector, we wanted to try to confirm our intuition. What better way of doing so than going directly to...
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Project Lenix - the... 


In response to the Rad Hat© killing free and open-source CentOS® 8, CloudLinux announced the commitment to release a free, open-sourced, community-driven, 1:1 binary compatible fork of RHEL® 8 (and future releases) in th...
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Pardus Linux Migrati... 


The open source software migration project of Eyüpsultan Municipality started in 2015. All users were trained in Pardus GNU/Linux Linux and Libreoffice and installed open source Libreoffice software instead of the licens...
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Linux distribution f... 


CloudLinux OS is meant as a Linux distribution for shared hosting, for use on servers with hundreds or thousands of web sites from different customers. In this interview, Igor Seletskiy, the CEO of CloudLinux, introduces...
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It's RedHat, And Eve... 


As time passes, it appears that corporations are primarily considering one distribution when considering installing Linux, and that distro is clearly RedHat. That probably does not come as any major surprise, but it appe...
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Covid Grows The Cloud 


As Covid spread throughout the world, the cloud was one of the beneficiaries. People have been forced into telecommuting, so it does not come as a major surprise. The cloud was already on a strong growth trajectory prior...
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Most Wanted Linux Skills... 


The person responsible for the cohesion of developers and the operations team, commonly referred to as DevOps, has brought efficiencies to projects unlike past processes allowed. This trend has resulted in the DevOps eng...
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Increased demand for Micr... 


It goes without saying that in order to construct something it has to be broken down into numerous segments. Essentially, it isn't a puzzle if there are not an inordinate amount of pieces. One can construct it in numerou...
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Guide To Finding a Home-B... 


With the technology advancements that keep on evolving, locating a home-based Linux job is a lot of Linux engineers dream. Unfortunately, there is still a majority of engineers that work in a typical office setting, but...
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Most in-demand skills 


Looking to see if the skills you possess are the ones most in demand? Are there areas within your overall skill set that need to be addressed to increase your marketability? We have combined the...
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Changes On The Automation Fron... 


Automation software has changed throughout the years based on need. It was a mere three years ago where it was Puppet and Chef clearly in the lead in the automation software race. But, as we all...
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Python Is King! 


The trend has been there. It was a mere two years ago when we mentioned that Python was on the heels of Java. And, we wanted to see a few consistent quarters with it being the case to make sure i...
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Go Long with Golang 


As an engineer looking to progress in ones career, it is of the utmost importance to constantly enhance ones skill set to remain relevant. After all, nobody is interested in an expert with knowle...
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Meet Our Crew




Members of LinuxCareer.com, who are keeping you informed and helping you to decide on your future Linux career steps.
 






Brent Marinaccio
 Brent Marinaccio has been with HotLinuxJobs since its inception in early 2000. As Director of Open Source recruiting, Brent has gained considerable insight into the subtleties of recruiting in the FLOSS world.
 











Lubos Rendek
 Lubos kicked off his GNU/Linux exploration endeavor by installation of RedHat Cartman 6.1 in 1999. In year 2007 he founded LinuxConfig.org. Lubos is an activist in possession of a wide range of FLOSS technical skills.
 












 










 




About LinuxCareer.com


LinuxCareer.com is an independent web portal examining a wide range of GNU/Linux and FLOSS related affairs.

We specialize in FLOSS based careers and closely related Information Technology fields. Our goal is to provide readers with latest news and advice on career advancement.

We are not affiliated with any local or international company, nor are we a recruitment or employment agency.













Contact Us




Editor in Chief 


We are looking for real world GNU/Linux stories! Send us your story or topic tips: 


 editor (@) linuxcareer.com 


Website Administrator 


For website issues and difficulties contact: 


 admin (@) linuxcareer.com 





General inquiries 


Have a general question for us? We'd be happy to help you find the answer: 


 web (@) linuxcareer.com 




 








Newsletter


Subscribe to Linux Career Newsletter to receive latest news, jobs, career advice and featured configuration tutorials.
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